Play

Space Quest, Police Quest and King’s Quest

To Win!

These great new books from Osborne/McGraw-Hill let you complete every game and score maximum points.

The Space Quest Companion, Second Edition
$19.95, ISBN: 0-07-881959-8, 316 pp.,
Silicon Valley Imprint
Official Sierra® Authorized Edition

The Police Quest Companion
$19.95, ISBN: 0-07-881823-0, 299 pp.,
Silicon Valley Imprint
Official Sierra® Authorized Edition

The King’s Quest Companion, Third Edition
$19.95, ISBN: 0-07-881815-X, 482 pp.,
Silicon Valley Imprint
Official Sierra® Authorized Edition

Available at book stores and computer stores everywhere

Or call toll free 1-800-227-0900 (Mon-Fri between 8:30 - 4:30 PST)
Use your American Express, VISA or MasterCard

Sierra® Authorized Editions
The Space Quest Companion, Second Edition
by Peter Spear and Jeremy Spear

Covers Games I-V for all Computer Models

This guide answers every question and solves every problem encountered in the exciting adventures of space janitor Roger Wilco. Our book is filled with answers plus complete maps, and screen-by-screen walk-throughs of each game. The authors also provide humorous insights into Roger's escapades and original novelizations based on each game that offer valuable clues, so you and Roger can kick cosmic butt!

About the Authors: Writer, broadcaster, and EMMY award winner Peter Spear has been playing computer games since he bought his first computer a decade ago. As a computer game tester and consultant, he's worked closely with publishers to bring the best games to market. He has written two editions of the best-selling King's Quest Companion. Jeremy Spear is a high school student, adventurer, and long distance runner who has contributed to a recent book on games written by John C. Dvorak.

Silicon Valley Imprint Sierra® Authorized Edition

The Police Quest Casebook
by Peter Scisco

Covers Games 1-3 for all Computer Models

Get the edge on crime-fighting alongside Sonny Bonds with this answer-packed guide. You'll find original stories based on each game that further detail the adventures of Sonny, plus screen-by-screen walk-throughs so you don't miss a clue. The book contains maps and diagrams for each game, and is packed with answers so you can score maximum points. There's even a glossary of police terminology so you can keep up with the expert sleuths! You and Bonds will stalk drug traffickers and cult murderers through the streets of Lytton without missing a beat when you follow this fun-to-read casebook.

About the Author: Peter Scisco is the author of scores of magazine articles and the co-author of a book on PC Sports. An avid reader of police procedurals and detective novels, Scisco has followed the Police Quest series with intense interest since its debut in 1987.

Silicon Valley Imprint Sierra® Authorized Edition

The King's Quest Companion, Third Edition
by Peter Spear

Covers Games I-VI for all Computer Models

Play through and win all the King's Quest games with this answer-filled guide that's also entertaining. The author presents fascinating novelizations of each game, plus screen-by-screen walk-throughs that reveal answers to all the puzzles. There's a comprehensive encyclopedia of all the characters you'll meet, and lots of new detailed maps to help you find your way in Daventry. With this book, you'll discover the hidden secrets of Daventry and capture the exciting magic of this wondrous game.

About the Author: Writer, broadcaster, and EMMY award winner Peter Spear has been playing computer games since he bought his first computer a decade ago. As a computer game tester and consultant, he's worked closely with publishers to bring the best games to market. He has written earlier editions of the best-selling King's Quest Companion, as well as The Space Quest Companion.

Silicon Valley Imprint Sierra® Authorized Edition
Our books provide all the answers to help you win these challenging games. Take a look inside and find out more about the Sierra Authorized Editions that not only solve the puzzles, but are also fun to read!

Let Osborne/McGraw-Hill books show you how to really enjoy and successfully complete great games from Sierra On-Line.

Space Quest is a trademark of the Children's Museum of Indianapolis, Inc., and is used by permission. Sierra is a registered trademark of Sierra On-Line, Inc.